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JULY 2020

SEASON
PREVIEW

Clubman Pat Holloway gives
his thoughts on the upcoming
season

SL3O'S
CLUTCH WIN

Read about the SL3O's 4-3 win
over Woden, courtesy of a '90
strike from Xavier Ellingham

ANU SPORT
ELECTIONS
VP Jonathan Saunders has
nominated for the ANU Sport
Board. Get your votes in!

ON THE COVER
CLM4 White take on
Belnorth at South Oval
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THE
PRESIDENTS
ADDRESS
Well what a difference a year makes. What
started with choking smoke, became bush
fires, became hail, became finally the plague.
However barring locusts and earthquakes, I am
pleased to say football is back baby.

The club seems to have weathered the storm
pretty well with over 300 registered
footballers among 19 teams entering the 2020
season. Financially the club is also in a good
position, which allowed the subsidisation of
registration costs for members.
As the easing of restrictions continue, we hope
to also get our social plans back on track. We
are excited to announce that (restrictions
permitting) trivia night is planned for the 22nd
of August (thanks Ryan). We will be limited to
80 people so get in early to make sure you
don't miss out. We are also working closely
with our Sister Club to host some joint events
which I hope to be able to update you all on
soon.
We have a fantastic new website that was
developed in the off-season. If you haven't had
a chance, go check it out. I recommend the club
history page. It was transcribed from the 2012
50th anniversary club history book and has
some fantastic anecdotes. Be sure to get your
merch as well! We've made it easily accessible

for people to be fully kitted up for the season.
I am pleased to see the SCUM back in full-force
in 2020. For those new to the club, the SCUM is
a collection of satirical match reports written by
members of the club, amongst other things.
Anyone can submit to SCUM. Send your content
to scum@anufc.org.au.
I would like to thank our sponsors this year: The
Hellenic Club, Capital Clinic Physiology, Gulson,
and ANU Sport for standing by us in these tough
times. I would also like to thank everyone on the
committee for their hard work which allowed us
to navigate the constantly changing advice.
Thanks also go to the coaches for their extreme
patience, flexibility, and commitment during this
period.
Lastly, thank you to all our players and
members for their patience and understanding
at this time. Our club is more than a collection of
teams, it is a community, and the club’s spirit
during this ordeal only proves what puts our
club far above others. We the committee, and
me personally are honoured to work with you
all this year. Here’s to another successful year!

Vilis est sermo,
Harrison Vlahos
El Presidente
´
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PAT'S
PRE-SEASON
PREVIEW

SL1 (Greg) and 1R (Turps) venture to Gordon
(basically North Cooma) to take on Brindabella
and have a FIFA Assistant Referee and former
FFA Director of Referees Ben Wilson (not
Williams) taking the whistle to the game. He is
good and wields a lot of power at CF… please
keep him onside. Greg will want to get off the
blocks strongly after recruiting well in the preseason, while Turps should be aiming for a
strong start with a lineup featuring J Dawe, G
Pendlebury and the triple Nicks: Speldewinde,
Strauch and Wodzinski! Lachie (2) and
Podge/Marco (2R) are stuck in Western West
Belconnen taking on Belwest and have Oscar
Zamora refereeing. Oscar is getting on a bit,
but he is definitely in the “best of the old
bunch” category. He also occasionally sends
me Pokemon Go pictures on Facebook
Messenger, so maybe ask him whether he
has to ‘Gotta Catch them All’ to get him onside
Lachie’s team were incredibly unlucky in 2019,
missing finals on goal difference. I saw half
their team last weekend make 7 players look
like 11, so I’m confident they can work magic
here. Chief Bayliss, with Larkey, Sanby and
Wisdom should get the job done.

Podge’s boys are like the grandfather at the
party, who arrives loud, disappears for 2 hours,
then returns on a jet-ski with a much younger
girl and a boot full of booze.

by Pat Holloway

You never know what you are going to get over
a full 90 minutes… but you know its going to be
special. Their lineup includes Jack Bell, Chris
Schmizzi and Lachie Tan who alone can win a
game for you. Unfortunately custodian Joey
Mickleburgh is out this week but rumours are
circulating that a certain Life Member fro
Masters is being sponsored to make the long
voyage to Charnwood (with security escort) to
help out.
Felix (2) and Ryan (2R) play at home (And
actually ON CAMPUS) at South to Belsouth
(easily in the top 4 Belconnen compass
directional teams). Ryan’s boys have Clive
Harfield who is by the book but an excellent
Referee. Felix has Joseph who I have no idea
about so some feedback will be good.
Both these boys have gone up two divisions
from last year so best of luck! Felix has
solidified his defence but the new boys up front
will have to prove themselves quickly in this
short season. The arrival of Clubman Paulie
Mullens can only be a massive positive for this
team. Ryan has well and truly molded this team
into his own, and as a relation of the great Don
Lovie of ANUFC mythology, great things are
expected. COVID has done this team some
favours, with expert gloveman Dan Clink
recalled to Australia during the outbreak, and he
is now available for the team. Dan Blair should
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also be watched for carnage up front, and with all the best. They are good clubman, and half
Jared Holt at the back, expect a very low GA the committee! Jonathan has been an
exceptional coach building these boys from the
score this year!
bottom half of Div 10 only a few years ago, and
Tim’s returning ‘Onions’ in CLM4 venture to I'm expecting some great upsets through the
Giralang to take on idiots Belnorth, but year.
thankfully have one of the best referees in the
league, with Gordon Nesbitt definitely not In the 1pm game, Jono Lieschke take the reins of
going to take any sh*t from either team. The the STUDS from Holloway for their first official
growth of the Battlers and ‘withering’ of the match. With the return of Alex Dudley, the
Tangas has seen a new squad formed “Battlers STUDS look solid, even without super-star
2” led by seasoned leader and general legend youth signing Simon Davie or stoic defender
Ryan Vickers. They take on Majura at South Brett, both out for the season. Conversely
with a ref I don’t know and a Majura team I’m Brinley’s boys have stepped up several divisions
not familiar with (not the ones that beat me in to help the club, and recruited danger duo Elford
the GF in 2019 then!) – and with names like and Ahern, along with a seriously good team on
Bauerle, Punchihewa and a seriously paper (ex-NPL Hawketts, Linden Spain, Liam
lightweight HARRISON VLAHOS they should do Carroll, and superhouse Carl Mossop). If the
well. The last of the new teams best XI actually show up on the day, they will be
accommodates a bunch of new players under unstoppable and may end the STUDS recent run
Greg Kelly, , with a seasoned veteran and of “undefeated in everything
former VP leading the boys out tomorrow in (except finals!) since 2016”
Bonython, GOOD LUCK! Scott Sharps’ Dolphins
(CLM3) take on Weston Molonglo in a 2019 Masters 1 start their campaign against BURNS
Grand-Final Rematch on South Oval at 11am. (Boo-urns) on Sunday. With a lineup of ex
Both teams have recruited well but have some presidents (Graham, Caldow), ex Literary
geniuses (Moes, Nicholls) and master of my
glaring injuries for round 1.
medical career future (Natoli). Masters 3… who
In a DOUBLE DERBY Wilson (3) and Liecshke’s have a seriously strong side for a third division
STUDS (3R) take on VP Jonathan Saunders (3) with Life members (Dawson), Ex Committee
and Chris Brinley’s BATTLERS (3R) on South. On (including Paterson, Lehmann, McLean) and
paper Wilson’s team is one of the strongest in NPL/CL/SL Coaches and generally the lifeblood
the Club: Scotty Degaura, Olly Hough, Evan of the club in one squad… all the best, Sirs!
Liew, Jonathan Maclean, Lachie McGovern!!!,
Eoin, Ant, Robens, Matty Ryan and Eu Jern!!! Finally after years of delay and ‘not quite
Look Im always going to love any team with 2 enough’ ANUFC, after 58 years, has an O45s
doctors, 1 ex-president and bloody Lachlan team!! And what a Team!!! Channing, Plastic,
Simon Cullen, MACCA, SCYTHE, Palfreman,
McGovern so I really expect goods
Wisey!!! I am looking forward to some matches
things from this team!
that are only equalled by their SCUM Write-ups
ono’s boys have done an amazing service afterwards boys. Enjoy the season!!!
steeping up this year into the sh*thole of team
allocations CF have given us…, and I wish them
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RELEGATION DERBY
SL3
ANUFC vs Woden Valley
Royal Mint Oval
25/07/2020
Following a resounding 3-1 victory for the
Battlers in SL3R, the sloping, weed-killer lined
Royal Mint pitch played host to a pulsating
game of SL3 football between ANU and Woden
Valley. With each side coming off a round one
hammering and looking to restart their season,
and with an ANU side still adjusting to the jump
from the lowest division to SL3, the stakes
were high.
The game began uneventfully enough, with
each side probing the other, and ANU testing
weaknesses in a lazy Woden defence. Fast
building confidence, and following Eddy Chen's
physically committed example, ANU bundled
home their first thanks to Dylan Kim’s near
post tap-in. Woden responded with spirit,
dialling up the aggression and physicality
through the middle of the park to equalise,
beginning a tit-for-tat which would define the
half. ANU responded quickly, with man of the
match Xavier Ellingham slotting home his first
of the afternoon, only to have it swiftly
cancelled by a fine Woden strike from distance
for 2-2. Invigorated, ANU met Woden’s
physicality head-on, and a second Ellingham
strike took them into the break with a deserved
3-2 scoreline.
Coming out strong in the second half, ANU took
the match to Woden with a relentless series of

attacking waves but were met with an
increasingly physical and disappointingly
abusive response as the opposition searched
for an equaliser. ANU rose to the occasion, with
the defensive line holding strong and the
attacking duo of Ellingham and Aarya Bhatia
working with the midfield to cause some
serious defensive headaches by their physical
presence and sheer skill. Despite all this,
Woden managed to keep themselves in the
game with a lucky equaliser into the final
fifteen minutes. With scores at 3-3, and Woden
pursuing a strategy described by Ellingham as
"pure shithousery", the game approached
frenetic pace as ANU tried everything in search
of a winner. Wave after wave of attacking,
team football, rained down upon the Woden
defence, buoyed by crowd support and the
side’s full efforts. Final minutes ticked into final
seconds, and Woden abuse and time-wasting
seemed destined to see the game out a 3-3
draw. ANU continued to push for the win, with
a final attacking flash in the 90th minute
crowned by Ellingham’s hat-trick strike to
deliver the win 4-3.
Hard-earned and well-deserved, this first SL3
victory for the former 10th division side is a
statement of strong intent for the rest of the
season.
- Joshua Woodyatt

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 4 - 3 Woden
SCORERS
Dylan Kim ('23)
Xavier Ellingham ('34, '39, '90)
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A cracking start to the much delayed season. A
new look Div 3 team - lacking some players
last year who were 'promoted' to the over-45s,
but gaining some extremely useful new blood showed the benefit of some solid pre-season
preparations courtesy of super coach Ranse.
Against some admittedly underwhelming
opponents, this was a very solid performance
across the park. We had a more than full
bench, featuring a few new recruits who were
somewhat miraculously registered at the 11th
hour. Even Jim Dawson turned out, relegating a
somewhat hungover coach to the bench.
The defence was solidity incarnate, with Greg
Mathams (returning to ANU after some years
away in Brisbane and Sydney) being
particularly impressive with his tackles and
intercepts - having been fired up by the
sledges of the opposition.
Midfield toiled hard and effectively on a huge
pitch that made the subs bench very handy
indeed. Simon, Couchie and Robbie Mason
largely controlled the centre of the park, with
Ben and James Prest providing the width and
wing outlets.

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 0 - 0 Belnorth
SCORERS
Alfred Chidembo ('8, '20, '58, '68)
Nsangao Issah ('29)
Hugh Paterson ('41)

CHIDEMBO'S 4-GOAL
DEBUT
M3
ANUFC vs Belnorth
Charnwood
19/07/2020
Jaffa put in one of his best performances for
the team. But the real difference this year is up
front, with newcomer Alfred bagging 4 goals
and Nsangao getting one.
Having strikers who are not shy to shoot
makes a huge difference. Alfred's last goal was
especially memorable - in the build up he
seemed to lose the ball more than once, yet he
kept on keeping on until he bulldozered the ball
over the line.
The other goal (our first) was an own-goal,
that Simon can claim credit for notwithstanding the fact that the ref credited
two of our goals to 'keeper Chris, who is now in
the running for both the golden gloves and the
golden boot! Now that would surely be an ANU
first.
Tougher challenges no doubt await, but this
was a great start to what promises to be a very
good season.
- Adrian Cunningham
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ANU Football Club's Vice-President Jonathan Saunders, and
ANU Women's Football Club's Claire Eaton have nominated
for the ANU Sport Board. The board is a 10 member
committee, consisting of student and non-student members,
that are responsible for the strategic direction of ANU Sport.
All members of ANU Sport (and ANUFC) are eligible to
vote in the upcoming election. The election voting
period will be held from Monday 27th July to
Wedneday 29th July. To provide our
members with the best opportunity to
be involved in the upcoming
election, the club will email
each individual their SRA
number and clear
instructions on
how to vote.

ANUFC
PARTNERS

We are on the lookout for sponsors for the 2021 season. If you or somebody you
know may be interested in sponsoring us, please send an email to
sponsorship@anufc.org.au requesting a copy of our 2021 Sponsorship Prospectus.

MERCHANDISE
$20

$10

Get
your
gear
from
anufc.org.au/merchandise

$15
the

$20
ANUFC

shop

$5
at
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BOOOO-URNS
M1
ANUFC vs Burns
Charnwood
19/07/2020
New season, new start date, new-look squad,
new handball regulations, same old refereeing.
Oh, John. You'll always be predictably volatile.
Nonsensically contradictory. "I didn't see it
because my old eyes aren't up to the job
anymore". Well, there's your first indication... A
first-day traditional yellow card for the coach
for politely querying each and every missed
offence. Some people are shirty on a Sunday
morning.
New date, but same mid-season slump. Good
to get it out of the way early, although it wasn't
exactly our fault. With key midfielders missing
- Waz with knee-knack, and Oli with Wazinflicted shin-gah! - some players were
shunted into the unfamiliar position of being on
the pitch. Backline security was paramount and
remained unsullied, despite a certain
midfielder's insistence on attempting the
ludicrous inside our own penalty area.

If football is a symphony, Nicholls is surely the
conductor. His arm flailing theatrics after being
starved of the ball thrice with goal gaping was
worthy of The Maestro himself.
Later he demanded "allegro" and "forza", but
only received "ribelle". Riccardo's 15 minute
season was punctuated with flamboyant
touches that had the panicked Burns defenders
twisting in their kilts. But just as ANUFC's most
lovable medical scientist looked the goods,
calf-twang reemerged and hobbled the
playmaker.
Our
own-penalty-area-nutmeg-attempting
elder statesman of the team later got grumpy
as frustrations reached a rolling boil at our
inability to achieve fluid passage through a
stubborn Burns resistance.
In the end, a non-result in a non-league that
may not exist. Welcome to 2020. Welcome to
Charnwood. Welcome to Masters football and
all that it means in the pre- mid- and postapocalypse. If we can field a team next week,
that'd be great.
- Mark Shrewsbury

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 0 - 0 Burns

Tom was immense, and Brett did ok against
Burns' excuse for a dangerman. However, the
positives of a clean sheet and ball obsessively
well-possessed meant little to our forward
folk.
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Playing football in a frictionless quagmire is
usually an exercise in getting various things
behind the ball. Where skills vanish only to be
replaced with trepidation of other various
things sliding in all directions. Legs, Studs,
whatever. The ball somehow gets bouncier as
touch evaporates.
Anyway, a seriously knacked ANUFC, calling on
the able services of former underwear model
Pat Walker, attempted to keep the ball out of
the mush completely by never letting it touch
the ground. Chris Wall looked onside when he
finished a fluid and perplexing ANU forward
move, only to be denied by the comedy stylings
of the far (Gungahlin) linesman.
For anyone who has not encountered one,
being officiated through a chirpy device that
looked like a small torch you use to find where
the key goes in your door when you get home
after dark is weird. If anyone knows where to
get one, I imagine a lot of fun could be had
walking across any of Canberra's Saturday
morning football farms and randomly chirping
from inside your pocket. But kids don't listen to
the whistle anyway, instead waiting for all the
parents to yell stop, so where's the fun in that.

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 0 - 1 Gungahlin

YELLOW SUBMARINE
M1
ANUFC vs Gungahlin United
Wanniassa
26/07/2020
Gungahlin fielding two number 17s in the first
half was more confusing - it was like the movie
twins if Danny De Vito was the tall one. Tall
DDV's trickery nearly brought results as ANU
invited wave-after-wave of yellow tide (Ed. ew!)
And so, to the closing stages of the game. Mark
added to the growing list of infirm with
hamstring-twang, and Gungahin may have
scored a goal. Who knows? And an ANUFC
player who must not be named may have
committed an act that will not be mentioned.
In the end, it was too rainy to be a real
spectacle for the ages, and for Viet, who was
having glasses issues. No one knows who won
except the Rain Gods.
- Mark Shrewsbury
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UPCOMING EVENTS
TRIVIA NIGHT
6:30pm 22nd August
Hellenic in the City
Tickets $15, with 10 to a table. Bookings can be made with events manager
Ryan Vickers: events@anufc.org.au
Stage 3 restrictions allow a maximum 80 people

2020 PRESENTATION NIGHT
6:30pm 10th October
The Hellenic Club (Woden)
Save the Date! Tickets will be available on the website soon.
No better way to celebrate the end of the season, than trying to convince
your mate to swap his steak for your chicken.

2020 NPL HOME MATCHES at SOUTH OVAL
Saturday 8th August: Round 4 vs. Queanbeyan @ 3:15pm
Sunday 23rd August: Round 6 vs. Yoogali @ 2:00pm
Saturday 12th September: Round 9 vs. O'Connor @ 3:15pm
There are only three more home games left in the NPL season so make sure
you come down and show your support.

COVID RETURN TO PLAY
ANUFC has a responsibility to protect not just the ANU football community, but the broader ANU
and ACT communities, and to assist in preventing any outbreaks of COVID-19 where possible.
The ANUFC Committee has developed our COVID-19 Return to Play Action Plan (Stage 2.2+). This
Plan has been developed in line with the ACT Government’s framework for community sporting
activity and has been approved by Capital Football and ANU Sport. This plan is the platform that
we will use to work through the easing of restrictions. The Committee encourages everyone to
become familiar with the information in the plan.
We as a football community – players, coaches, match officials, staff and volunteers – must play
a role if we are to help slow the spread of COVID-19. The club trusts its members to do the right
thing and make sensible choices.
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GUIDELINES FOR SCUM
While submissions to the SCUM are designed to be satirical and humorous, the ANUFC committee
and SCUM editors have a responsibility to ensure that the SCUM is free from:
unwarranted personal attacks (inc. but not limited to, slander, vilification or defamatory
comments);
language that a reasonable person would find obscene, offensive, racist or sexist; and
anything that may be determined to be unreasonable or objectionable by the editors or
executive.
If you find something wrong within this publication, you can contact the editor of the SCUM at
scum@anufc.org.au, or lodge a complaint using the complaints policy available on our website.

STANDINGS NPL & SL
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STANDINGS CL & ML

GOLDEN BOOT
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2020 COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT: HARRISON VLAHOS
VICE-PRESIDENT: JONATHAN SAUNDERS
TREASURER: DYLAN KIM
SECRETARY: ARTHUR TRELOAR
CAPITAL FOOTBALL LIAISON: GREG KELLY
ANU SPORT LIAISON: BRETT GRAHAM
MASTERS LIAISON: PETER PAPATHANISOU
NPL LIAISON: THOMAS CROSSLEY
EVENTS MANAGER: RYAN VICKERS
STATISTICS: THOMAS CUTLER
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: DOMINIC LEAL SMITH

c/o ANU Sport
Building 19
North Road, ACTON ACT 2601
ABN: 14 338 276 791

